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The tone noise levels of a supersonic through flow fan were measured at subsonic and supersonic axial duct Mach numbers.
The noise in the inlet plenum showed no blade passing and harmonic tones at subsonic or supersonic axial flow conditions.
At subsonic axial flow conditions, the supersonic throughflow fan showed n o inlet plenum tones at operating conditions
where tone noise had been previously measured for a subsonic fan design. This lower inlet-quadrant noise level for the
supersonic throughflow fan was the result of an high subsonic inlet velocities acting to reduce the noise propagating out the
inlet. The fan noise, which was prevented from propagating upstream by the high subsonic inlet velocities, appeared to
increase the noise in the exhaust duct at subsonic throughflow conditions. The exhaust duct noise decreased at supersonic
axial throughflow Mach numbers, with the lowest blade passing and harmonic tones levels being observed at the design
axial Mach number of 2.0. Multiple pure tone noise was observed in the inlet duct at subsonic axial flow Mach numbers
but was seen only in the exhaust duct at supersonic axial flow conditions.
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